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Not needing any type of corrective lenses for several years, I suddenly found myself jostling papers to read the fine print ... and moving back from my computer screen to rectify the blur. So my first adjustment was admitting I was of the age I needed reading glasses.

Adjusting to my new progressive lenses was painful. After several hours I took them off due to a headache and total frustration. It was then I decided to take advantage of their 100% satisfaction guarantee and return the glasses.

The technician said he would honor that guarantee, but asked if the glasses had been properly adjusted when I picked them up. Well, being in a hurry that day, I really had not given them the time to do so.

The tech spent several minutes fine tuning how they fit my face, bending and tweaking them. He then asked me to please try them again for another couple of days.

It was amazing the difference that adjustment made. I now wear them all the time and find they truly enhance my ability to see and work! The same pair of glasses ... only with an adjustment!

The same thing is true for a screw and barrel. Having the right components is definitely important for your process. However, many times an adjustment in your screw design and/or process can make a tremendous difference in your bottom line.

Westland is more than just another barrel and screw supplier. When given the opportunity, we work with you to analyze your process in order to offer suggestions for adjusting a screw design or fine tuning a process, all in an effort to help you get the most out of your production.

In this issue, we discuss how adjustments made in calculating residence time can bring added benefits and profits to your process.

Another adjustment Westland is making is how we approach our participation at NPE 2009. We believe it is important to be a part of this industry standard. However, our participation has been scaled back including fewer components on display.

What hasn’t changed is the fact that we will be ready to discuss with you the latest in screw and barrel technology plus help you address any processing issues you may be facing. Please plan to stop by our booth #17040.

Until then, I encourage you to contact us with any issues or quote needs you may have on repair or replacement parts. Westland has built a strong reputation in the industry for quality screws and barrels backed by experienced customer support. Call 800-247-1144 and ask us how you might benefit from an adjustment!

Prior to the late nineteenth century, time keeping was purely local with each town setting their clocks to noon when the sun reached its zenith each day. In the early years of the railroads, the schedules were very confusing because each stop was based on a different local time. The standardization of time was essential to efficient operation of railroads. In 1878, Canadian Sir Sanford Fleming proposed the system of worldwide time zones that we use today.

Read the full article at: http://geography.about.com/od/physicalgeography/a/timezones.htm

Do you know who first proposed Daylight Saving Time? Answer Inside
UNDERSTANDING RESIDENCE TIME

Residence Time Affects Part Quality

In today's market, processing engineered grade resins is widespread. It is becoming even more commonplace to run these very complicated resins with modifiers or filler packages incorporated into the process.

This reality makes it critical that injection units on machines are sized for the required residence times on each of these resins.

Residence time is the time that the resin is in the barrel before being injected. Processing outside the recommended residence times can lead to problems in your process affecting part quality and machine performance. Residence times that are too long or too short can result in sacrificing properties in the resin. This can produce inconsistency in melt quality and shot weight plus contamination, splay, burning and weakness in parts produced.

Therefore, if a reduction in residence time is the goal, changing the stroke is not the answer.

Calculating Residence Time

True residence time is based on what the screw inventories in its channels and the material in front of the screw that is prepared to be injected. However, the difference between the material weight at a solid state versus a molten state must be incorporated.

For example, nylon is approximately 1.14 gram/cc in weight at a solid state and approximately 1.05 gram/cc in a molten state.

To accurately calculate the residence time, Westland uses the solid weight of the resin in the feed section, the molten weight of the resin in the meter section and computes the transition of the materials from a solid to a molten through the transition section of the screw. The volumetric area of each section of the screw (feed, transition and meter section) along with the L/D ratio (flighted length) is broken down in order to understand how much inventory is retained during the process.

Following is an example of the difference in residence time on a 57mm screw. One has an 18:1...
L/D; the other has a 24:1 L/D. The additional specifics of the process are:

- Stroke on the machine = based on material being processed (ie: nylon for this example)
- Solid Density = 1.14 gram / cc
- Molten Density = 1.05 gram / cc
- Overall Cycle = 35 seconds
- Shot Size of Part = 10 oz shot
- Screw Diameter = 57mm
- Screw Design = General Purpose
- Oz Capacity of Machine = 20 oz

Figure B below illustrates the same size diameter screw with two different L/D ratios. The shot size is the same for both screws.

Calculating the residence times for the different L/D ratios results in two different outcomes. The 18:1 L/D ratio equals a 1.72 minute residence time and the 24:1 L/D ratio has a 2.17 minute residence time.

There are several ways to calculate residence time for sizing injection units. One common calculation is based on the shot size of the machine and the shot weight being injected over a certain overall cycle.

The following calculation is commonly used to estimate the residence time.

**Residence Time (Minutes) or RT**

\[
RT = \frac{\text{Inventory}}{\text{Shot Size} \times \text{Cycle Time}} / 60
\]

(Sg = Material Density @ Room Temp)

Rated Shot Capacity / 1.05 x Sg = Inventory

Using the percentage of stroke of the machine and overall cycle time method of calculation does not include the two different weights of the material (solid versus molten) and the L/D ratio. Assumptions then are made that the total shot capacity of the machine is equal to the total inventory of the screw.

(Continued on back page)

---

**Figure A:**
The following two drawings illustrate the same size diameter screw with two different shot sizes due to a difference in machine stroke. The residence time, however, on both screws is the same.

---

**Figure B:**
The following two drawings illustrate the same size diameter screw with two different L/D ratios having the same shot size on the machine. Calculating the residence times for the different L/D ratios will result in two different outcomes.

---

Answer to DO YOU KNOW?
Benjamin Franklin, while a minister to France, first suggested the idea of Daylight Saving Time in an essay titled “An Economical Project for Diminishing the Cost of Light.” The essay was first published in the Journal de Paris in April 1784. Read all about it at: http://www.energy.ca.gov/daylightsaving.html
Calculating the residence time on the data listed previously, using the percentage of machine shot capacity, weight of shot being injected and overall cycle, results in a residence time of 1.27 minutes.

Depending on how it is calculated and/or the difference in L/D ratio, there could be as high as a 20% to 40% difference in residence time.

This variance would create different processing conditions.

Westland strives to bring more to our customers besides components. We are more than just another screw and barrel supplier. Our Westland Sales & Process Engineers welcome the opportunity to evaluate your residence times to see what opportunity there is to improve part quality and cycle time.

Contact us at 800-247-1144 to begin the process of better production, parts and profits.